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As 2019 is a year of awakenings and honouring the sacred we are extremely delighted
to share with you a sacred journey beyond mind into bliss of being. 
 We invite you to join us on the magical island of Ibiza for 7 days of activations in
service of the ascension and a celebration of unity consciousness where we will be
connecting deeply to ourselves, each other and our families of light. 
 
October is a gateway of love and infinite possibilities allowing the opening for the
cosmic heart. By uniting in service to assist ourselves, humanity and mother earth in
these powerful moments of vibrational shifts our energies will anchor and create
positive bringing us into our hearts desire to create and anchor heaven on earth. 
 
Held in the North of Ibiza, Portinatx surrounded by the mountains and nature in the
beautiful villa of Maraki Tanit we will be gathering combining different healing
modalities with sacred wisdom from divine sources.



The weekly programme will consist of: 

 
Ancestral Dogon Wisdom Sharing, Yoga, Natural Medicine and Healing

with Bouabti &  Katasta  
Awakening Circles, Kundalini Activations and Dance with Shikha Shakti 

Embodimentof The Fools Journey: Major Arcana Activation
Crystal Consciousness Healings  with Lydia Laxmi 

Heart Activations with Mandy Venus 
Sacred Ceremonies a Co Creation 

Voice and Singing Activation and Sound Healing with Aura Ananda 
Transformational Breath Work with Louise Edlund 

 



During these 7 days you will take the leap into the 4th dimentional
time frequency by the assistance of the Mayan 13 moon calendar,
collapsing false time allowing you to enter the magic of galactic
time to assist the collective consciousness of humanity and uplift
our planetary culture into cosmic harmony becoming in service to
light. 
 
By entering into this new empowering relationship with time
we discover an underlying harmonic order. 
 
Although this gathering is a deep dive we will also be flying high
on wings of love light and unity consciousness remembering to
have fun together.



Accommodation

 Maraki Tanit: Cas Puig



Located in peaceful lands surrounded by mountains north of the island in
Portinatx with countryside views and 5 minutes from the sea, This villa has been
restored and is tastefully decorated with some original rustic features,
including wooden beamed ceilings and a fireplace. The well maintained garden is
home to a large swimming pool, just a few steps down from the BBQ and terrace
area. There is plenty of space both indoors and outside of this villa, making it
perfect for transformative work.
 
Facilities include: 
Rooms with A/C • Wi-Fi •Hairdryers • Speakers • Roman Style Private pool : Depth
1.30m - 2.20m Dimensions 10.00m x 5.00m • Open poolside shower • External
Features • Covered dining area • Built-in barbecue • Lawn • Covered terrace •
Natural Shade, access to a protected wooden deck, beautiful authentic
Moroccan Tent, Yoga Matts ,cushions .



Rooms 

Maraki Tanit has a variety of wonderful rooms, offering
single, partner and shared accommodation for your stay
on the Gathering. If you are travelling solo be assured
that if you decide to book a shared room, sharing will be
with the same gender.



Catering 

During your stay Brunch and Dinner will be included. We will
provide healthy fresh vegetarian food. For Vegan or other food
requirements please let us know upon booking.We will have one day
free to explore the beauty of the island and on this day we will only
provide brunch giving the opportunity to eat out.



What’s included

The following is included during the Sacred Unity Gathering:
 
  Dogon Yoga 
  Ancestral Wisdom Sharing’s 
  Awakening Circles includes Kundalini Activations 
  Crystal Consciousness Group Healing Session  
  Heart Activation Mediation and Integration 
  Sacred Ceremonies  
  Herbal Healing Medicine Sharing 
  Group Voice and Singing Activation and Sound Healings 
  Transformational Breath Work Session 
  Meditaion
  Embodiment of the Fools Journey: Major Arcana Activation  
  Ecstatic Dance Session
  Mystical Sound Journey Concert
1 Day free to explore the beauty of Ibiza 

*When booking for the whole 7 days, brunch, dinner, accomidation and airport transfer is included 



The Programme 

Using the 13 Moon Mayan Calendar to navigate us through our week we will be
working and playing through 7 very special portal activation days sharing a journey
of unity and embodiment of light.
 
The Programme will consist of:
Activations, Awakening Circles, Ancestral Wisdom Sharing’s, Ceremonial Blessings,
Dance, Embodiment of light, Healings, Music, Singing, Sound journeys, Upgrades to
open ourselves to receive new light codes.

As we are working with a group of professional energy workers any
after support needed during the week will be available  to each
individual 



About the Team

Shikha works and plays with the light. She is a powerful energy

balancer who has successfully held over 30 Awakening Circles and

several workshops this past year in Ireland. Her gift is connecting to

and working directly with divine intelligence transmitting light and

awakening the Kundalini or life force energy, connecting us deeply to

ourselves, the Earth, the stars and the spirit world.She is an old soul

and is here to anchor Heaven on Earth.With a passion for magic and the

unseen world Shikha loves capturing spirit on camera connecting with

the elemental kingdoms and being danced under the stars.

Shikha Shakti



Bouapti Fakhara was born in StThomas, Jamaica in 1955. Descended from Maroons fabled to have

heightened spiritual gifts, Bouapti was raised in a rich clairvoyant community. He was taught

the significance of herbs and their medicinal properties. From as young as five Bouapti

recognised his spiritual abilities, witnessing spirits and having visions. As a teenager he began

channel these abilities.  Upon arrival in the UK, he has continued to utilise his spiritual gifts.

He is a talented medium and a learned clairvoyant. He gives readings through several mediums

including Tarot cards, cowrie shells and energies. Bouapti also identifies and remedies

spiritual problems using herbs, prayers and positive energies. Keen to pass on these traditions,

for over twenty years Bouapti trained mediums through meditation groups and courses.

Currently, he runs a meditation group at Harrow Spiritualist Church and performs guest

services at several spiritualist churches in North and West London. In 2014 Bouapti  began

Dogon initiate training with The Earth Centre. He has travelled across West Africa to attend

seminars on their rituals and rites. In 2016 Bouapti completed his Dogon initiation. He

continues to work closely with the centre and teaches Kemetic philosophy to initiates at the

London Earth Centre on a weekly basis. He has participated in Dogon seminars in Ibiza and

Birmingham. 

Bouapti Fakhara



Katasta’s arrival on this planet was foretold by her great grandmother in a dream to her

grandmother who gave her a baby and told her to take care of it. On awakening from her dream

Katasta’s grandmother knew that of her 7 children  it was Katasta’s mother who was with child. 

Her grandmother made arrangements and Katasta’s mother was brought from Jamaica to deliver

the  baby in the UK. In her teenage years her spiritual journey put her firmly on the path of

Rastafari at . This  took her back to Jamaica where she lived in the Rastafari community for 15

years, communing with nature, growing spiritually,  practicing agriculture, and learning the

art of healing and Reiki, Katasta was also  furthering her knowledge in her ancestral and

traditional  knowledge like  traditional drumming, storytelling and music.  During her time in

Jamaica  Katasta became immersed in herbal medicine and in 2003 after returning to the UK the

previous year  she undertook a 4 year degree in Medical Herbalism at the University of

Westminster.  Katasta has over 30 years experience in cultural holistic health and over 10 years

clinical experience working in private health care sector as a medical herbalist. She is also

trained in  Nutritional therapy and NLP.  Katasta teaches African-Caribbean History and

culture  in schools and institutions across the UK including the  Jamaican Embassy where she has

been requested many times for traditional storytelling and drumming. Katasta has spend time in

Ghana, Senegal,Gambia , Togo, Benin, Burkino faso.

Katasta 



Singer, Vocal Coach, Inner Voice facilitator and Transformational

Healer, Aura Anada’s mission is to guide and hold the space for others

to sing through the heart centre connecting each individual  to their

inner bliss, inner power and light. Her practice of Naad Yoga, Naad

meaning “the essence of all sound ” and free singing takes you on a

journey back home.

Aura Ananda 



Crystal Healing Therapist, Home Clearing/Space Transformation

Consultant, Intuitive Messenger and creator of ETAMANEL, Lydia

growing up has always had a deep and fluid connection with Spirit.

Lydia offers unique healing technique's using the power of crystals,

elemental sounds, aromas and light energy on the subtle bodies to help

restore wholeness and well-being to her clients. Her knowledge of

crystals and the beneficial effects they can have, assits with bringing

about a profound healing for all the bodies

Lydia Laxmi 



Physiotherapist, yoga teacher, meditation teacher, Pilates teacher and

breath work facilitator. Louise Cameron Edlund combines her scientific

training and experience with the ancient wisdom and teachings of the

eastern world (a magical east meets west holistic approach) to guide you

to reach your body and minds full potential.

Louise Edlund 



 

Psychic, Soul Vibrational Reader, Soul Journey Coach and Womb

Practitioner, Mandy combines all her wisdom and offers unique

experiences of connecting to the power from within you. Her coaching,

readings, therapies and workshops allow space for more alignment to be

felt connecting each person to the healing energy, vibrations and

alchemy that lies within the heart and soul.

Mandy Venus 



Being an intuitive empath, feeling and experiencing on a very deep level,

through many years of study Tanya has developed the ability to use her

finely tuned senses to deliver messages and guidance from a higher source

in a very clear and profound way. Throughout her own personal journey

she has been guided and aided by spirit and the tarot which she uses to

connect with them. 

Tanya Smiles 



To Book your space please email us at info@etamanel.com and we will be
delighted to welcome you to a truely transformational  experience. 

Booking 

Ibiza Residents without accomidation: 
Early Bird Special offer €350 for the full 7 day
Gathering to be booked by the 7th of October 
 Or €125 per day

Shared Accomidation: €1,600
Single Accomidation: €2,600
Partner Accomidation: €3,200
 

Prices 

October Friday 25th to Thursday 31st  
Dates 
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